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Tip of the Month: Since 2009 the manufacture of 
portable fuel containers has been governed by new EPA 
regulations meant to reduce spillage and released 
volatiles. The spouts on some of these new cans are 
awful and actually cause spillage and some even break 
easily. 

Pouring is also very slow because the containers are not 
vented. EZ-POUR at ezpourspout.com has a range of 
products to make your new can perform like a pre-2009 
can. 

They have a simple flexible spout with a cap, no more 
spring loaded twisty junk. The site says you can't buy the 
high flow spout kit if you live in Maryland, the kit shown 
on the right is actually the water jug kit. They also have a 
vent you can add to a can but I think just pouring into a 
good stiff steel funnel like a Delphos #495 from an 
uncapped can is faster and easier but be very careful.

They also sell very sturdy hex caps with gaskets. If you 
are a cruiser with cans of diesel strapped down on deck, 
you don't want a multipiece cap or a stiff spout sticking 
out, you want a simple, sturdy cap that will keep fuel in 
and water out.

My favorite portable fuel can is the Scepter Military Style 
(D520S for diesel, RV520S for gasoline). It's taller than 
most cans and has nice vertical sides, making it better for
ganging together. There is no standard for the threads on
can openings, so EZ-POUR has caps for at least three 
different threads that are in use. I can verify that the 
yellow cap #B4 works with the Scepter D520S.

Q. I tried to install a new DC breaker and I can't fit any of 
my tools in the space to unscrew the back of the breaker.

A. On some boats, not only do you have one difficult 
screw to unscrew but maybe ten or more for an entire 
column of breakers because the bus bar isn't slotted. It 
adds a lot of time to the job. You need something that 
works really well when you have ten screws to unscrew.
What you want is the VIM Tools HBR3 bit ratchet, it uses 
standard 1/4” hex bits you probably already have.

(https://www.amazon.com/VIM-Tools-HBR3-Bit-
Ratchet/dp/B002Y05COI)

Q. I'm planning on cutting some large holes in my deck 
for vents and I want to get the placement exactly right. 
Any tips?

A. You can measure and measure off of deck features 
and still be uncomfortable with the placement of a hole. A
great way to know the hole will be right here, from both 
down below and on deck is to buy a pair of strong rare 
earth magnets. I use a pair of Neodymium Magnet N52   
1-1/4” x 1/8" disc magnets: 

(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01MDKR646).

You can move one of these around using the other 
through 1”+ of wood. If you have a fiberglass ceiling liner 
with a big air gap it may not work but for most decks it will
work great. They will also work great on bulkheads, just 
tape the first in place with masking tape. If you trace the 
magnet and eyeball the center you will do really well but 
you can also make a template using a compass to find 
the exact center. Be careful to keep the magnets 
separated, if they meet, you can get hurt and the only 
way to get them apart is to hold one in a vise and slide 
the other off with pliers. They are also brittle so wear eye 
protection when handling.

EZ-POUR Spout Kit #20050

EZ-POUR Cap #B4

Please send questions and comments to 
ubbasktech@gmail.com. All emails will be answered.
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